
Epoch Energy Technology Corporation
Oxy-hydrogen generators, engine carbon cleaning 
systems, hybrid fuel systems (for cars, trucks and buses), 
solar water heaters, solar technology products etc.

Founded in 2001, Epoch Energy Technology Corporation is dedicated to designing, developing and 
manufacturing alternative energy solutions that protect the environment, also globally marketing its 

advanced products under its own "EPOCH" brand.

The company's main product line, EPOCH Oxy-Hydrogen Generators, is enjoying rapid growth in the 
industrial sector for steel-cutting, welding and brazing, boiler and burner applications as an alternative for 
traditional acetylene, propane, LPG and other fuels. 

Its Carbon Cleaning Systems are seeing unprecedented interest from around the world as the most 
affordable and environment friendly method to restore engine performance while lowering emissions. In 
addition, EPOCH carries an extensive line of solar energy products, including lighting, chargers, energy packs, 
PV Cells; and extremely efficient vacuum-tube solar water heaters.

The key advantage of the EPOCH Oxy-Hydrogen Generators is that pure water is the source for making 
the fuel--non-toxic and pollution-free oxy-hydrogen mixed gas. Since this fuel is created on demand, there 
are no risks associated with transporting or storing of high-pressure, explosive fuel tanks. Moreover, only 1cc 
of water can produce 1,700cc of mixed oxygen-hydrogen gas, burning of which releases only water vapor to 
make it the perfect renewable energy.

Thanks to his outstanding achievement in Oxy-Hydrogen fuel, Epoch's president Jack Lin is a frequent 
winner of many awards. In addition to prestigious awards all over the world, he is the winner of the globally 
reputable "Energy Globe World Award" for the Category "AIR" in 2010, receiving the highest honor from the 
European Union. 

EPOCH-branded products have won certifications in dozens of nations as well as over 200 patents 
worldwide, and are exported to many regions and nations including Europe, the U.S., Mexico, Australia, 
Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and China. The company's Chinese subsidiary Epoch 
Dongguan was set up in 2008.
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Website: www.oxy-hydrogen.com
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